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Abstract-This paper presents a detailed description of the computer implementation of a generalized 
midpoint algorithm for integration of constitutive relations for von Mises’ hardening material. A nonlinear 
scalar equation for determination of the plastic multiplier is derived. The solution of this equation for 
a hardening material, by the Newton-Raphson method, usually converges in threefour iterations. The 
results obtained by the generalized midpoint method for the hollow sphere under internal pressure are 
compared with analytical and converged subincrementation solutions. A pseudocode of the algorithm and 
a module in the C programming language is given in the Appendix. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The integration of elastoplastic constitutive relations 
has been considered in numerous publi~tions [I-7]. 

It was recognized that return mapping algorithms, 
especially the midpoint algorithm, are the most 
efficient for large scale inelastic computations. Ortiz 
and Popov [4] proposed generalized trapezoidal and 
midpoint rules that include all particular cases of 
return mapping algorithms. However, the computer 
implementation of the midpoint rule for elastoplastic 
material with arbitrary hardening was out of the 
scope of the literature to date. 

The purpose of this paper is to present a numerical 
implementation of a generalized midpoint inte~ation 
rule for von Mises’ elastoplastic material with arbi- 
trary hardening. We derive the nonlinear equation for 
the scalar plastic multiplier. A pseudocode and C 
module for the integration of constitutive relations 
are provided. The performance of the algorithm is 
demonstrated on the problem of an elastic-plastic 
hollow sphere under internal pressure. 

2. CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS 

An elastic-plastic behavior of metallic materials 
can be described by the following constitutive re- 
lations 

&ij =6;+d$ (1) 

aij = Dijk/ch (2) 

t On leave from Moscow Institute of Engineering Physics, 
Moscow 115409, Russia. 

de% = Aa, (3) 

F@, rp) = d - Y(CS) = 0, (4) 

where cjj, 6; and ~5 denote the total, elastic and 
plastic strain tensors; ei, is the stress tensor. Equation 
(2) represents Hooke’s law with a symmetrical stiff- 
ness tensor L&. The plastic strain increment is 
proportional to derivatives of the yield function F 
(eqn (3), associated flow rule) 

Stress deviatoric component sij, equivalent von 
Mises’ stress cf and the increment of equivalent plastic 
strain d?’ are given by expressions 

sij = fJii - $Jtt (6) 

ci = ($Si,Sij)“* = 3 jjSij 11 (7) 

dtl;P=(fd~Cd~~)*‘*=~IldC~II. (8) 

Here and further 11. I/ denotes the norm of the tensor. 
The problem of integration of constitutive 

equations (l)-(4) is complicated by two reasons: the 
parameter ii is unknown, eqn (3) is exact only for 
small plastic strain increments. 

3. GENERALIZED MIDPOINT ALGORITHM 

A generalized midpoint rule for the integration of 
the constitutive equation was introduced by Ortiz 
and Popov [4]. For von Mises’ yield criterion the 
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ized midpoint rule coincides with the generalized Let us express the increment of equivalent plastic 
trapezoidal rule and can be presented in the form strain AT. From eqns (10) and (11) 

Crf, = D,&, - 6pk.) (9) AP = ,,‘$ II( 1 - a)~; + CQZ; 11. (20) 

A+ = A[( 1 - a),; + aug] (10) 
Using relations (17) and (19) we can present uf, in 
the following form 

(11) 3 
u+,,s:,= 

J 

3 s; 

2 IIS; II . 
(21) 

F(6, , $, + AC”) = 0. (12) 
Finally the increment of equivalent plastic strain can 

Here the superscript/subscript zero denotes the be- be expressed as 

ginning time moment r, and the super- 
script/subscript one denotes the final time moment 
t, = to + Al. The integration parameter a may vary 

A~p=i~ll(I_a)u:+a~~ll. (22) 

from 0 to 1. For a > 0 the integration algorithm is 
implicit. The value a = 1 leads to the radial return 

Now it is possible to substitute d, (19) and AC’ (22) 

algorithm [2] with first order accuracy. For a = l/2 
in the consistency eqn (4) 

the algorithm has second order accuracy. 
The generalized midpoint algorithm in the form 

(9)-(12) is a system of nonlinear algebraic equations 
since derivatives of yield function uf and the plastic 
parameter 1 are unknown. We are going to show 
that the system (9)-(12) can be reduced to a scalar 
nonlinear equation for the parameter 1. 

The increment of full strain tensor AC, is known 
from the solution of the boundary value problem by 
some numerical method (finite element method, 
boundary element method, etc.). The increment of 
deviatoric elastic strains is equal to 

Act = Ae,j - A$ (13) 

I ei, = Ld - jCkk. (14) 

Multiplying (13) by 2G (G is the shear modulus), 
using (10) and adding s:, we arrive at 

sh = iij - 2G1[( 1 - a),$ + au;], (15) 

where iij are trial deviatoric stresses 

f(l) = 
J 

i l/stII - 3Gal 

J II) 

qi 3 
+a 2I@ll =O. 

(23) 

Equation (23) is a nonlinear equation to be solved for 
the unknown plastic parameter 1. Then 1 is used in 
(9)-( 11) for the calculation of stress-strain state at 
the time t = t,. 

4. DETERMINATION OF PARAMETER i. 

Equation (23) can be solved in a closed form for 
some particular cases. For the integration parameter 
a=1 

s;=&~, BP=1 (24) 

and eqn (23) has a simple form 

f(I) = 6 - 3G1 - Y(P) = 0. (25) 

iij = s”, + 2GAei,. (16) The solution can be obtained in closed form for a 
material with linear hardening Y(P) = by + kEP 

With the help of (5) it is possible to obtain devia- 
toric stresses at t = t, A= 

8 -or--/@ 

k+3G ’ 
(26) 

$=a, _ 
s; 

u, + 3Gal (17) In general the solution of nonlinear equation (23) 
should be obtained numerically. An efficient method 

s;=jlj-2G1(1 -a)uz. (18) 
for the solution of nonlinear equations is the New- 
ton-Raphson iterative procedure. The Newton- 
Raphson procedure for determining the parameter J. 

Inner product of both sides of eqn (17) leads to the can be presented in the following form 
value of the equivalent stress 8, for the time r = t, 

6, = 3Gal = (;s$s;)“’ = 3 ]]$I/. (19) 
A(O) = A? A(i) = l(I- 1) f(“i- ‘)I . 

f@(‘- I’) (27) 
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Here (i) is an iteration number and f’(J) is the 
derivative of function fin respect to 1 

f’(l) = 

(28) 

A possible convergence criterion for the iterative 
procedure (27) is 

If(~‘i’)I <CfJY, (29) 

where L is the error tolerance and by is the yield stress. 
Our experience shows that three-four iterations are 
sufficient for a hardening material and L = 10ms. 

At the early stage of deformation (cg = 0) it is 
posible to obtain negative estimate of R(O using 
Newton-Raphson procedure (27). Since the function 
fis not defined for negative Ep a reasonable choice for 
the current value of plastic multiplier is 1”) = A(‘- ‘j/2. 
A pseudocode of the algorithm is presented in the 
Appendix. 

5. NUMERICAL RXAMPLR.6 

The performance of the generalized midpoint al- 
gorithm is demonstrated for the problem of a hollow 
sphere under internal pressure. The sphere has inner 
radius a and outer radius b. The radius of elastic- 
plastic boundary is denoted as c and normalized 
internal pressure as p =~/a,. A finite element pro- 

16 

gram written in C programming language was used 
for the implementation of the generalized midpoint 
algorithm (C module is given in the Appendix B). A 
mesh consisting of 20 eight-noded finite elements as 
shown in Fig. 1. Test problems were solved as 
axisymmetrical ones using four integration points per 
element. 

5.1. Perfectly plastic material 

First the problem is solved for elastic-perfectly 
plastic material (no hardening). The loading history 
is jj = p/o, = 0, 0.8873, 1.2653. These two load steps 
bring the elastic-plastic boundary to c/a = 1.2 and 
c/a = 1.6. The comparison of theoretical solution [8] 
with the finite element results (elements 1-5) is pre- 
sented in Fig. 2(a) and (b). Integration parameters 
a = 0.5 and a = 1.0, used in midpoint integration 
algorithm, give practically identical results. 

5.2. Hardening material 

The elastic-plastic problem for the hollow sphere 
is also solved for hardening material 

ty = 1 + k(.?)” 

%=f, k = 1.25, m =0.35. 

The load is applied in two steps: p =~/a, = 1.1, 1.5. 
Because of the absence of a theoretical solution the 
finite element results are compared with those 
computed by a converged subincrementation algor- 

Fig. 1. Finite element mesh for half of a hollow sphere. 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of stresses from midpoint integration 
algorithm and from theoretical solution for a perfectly 

plastic material. 

ithm [9]. The stresses obtained by midpoint inte- 
gration algorithm and by subincrementation algor- 
ithm are presented in Fig. 3(a) and (b). Again it is 
observed that the results for integration parameters 
CI = 0.5 and c( = 1.0 are practically identical. 

6. KINEMATIC HARDENING 

In the case of combination of isotropic and kin- 
ematic hardening the yield function (4) is as follows: 

F(?, 2”) = z - Y(P) = 0 (30) 

F=J$ltijII (31) 

tij = sij - a,, (32) 

daij = C(P) dcP,. (33) 

Here tij is the active stress tensor, au is the back stress 
tensor and C(EP) is the back stress function of a 

Since 6; (eqn (10)) and aij (eqn (33)) depend on 
the value of the parameter 1 it is possible to determine 
1 from the scalar consistency condition (30) using 
the Newton-Raphson iteration procedure. Let us 
show how to find the value of function f(A) for a 
given 1. 

From relations (17) and (19) we can determine 
deviatoric stresses at the moment t = t, 

sb=s;(1-34%). (34) 

Then it is possible to calculate the increment of plastic 
strain tensor A$ according to eqn (10) and the 
increment of back stress tensor Aa, according to 
eqns (33) and (21) 

Aa,=C(?‘*)l[(l -a)ai+a$-&], (35) 

where P* is some mean value of EP in the interval 

0.0 

-0.2 

-0.4 

* 

t 
-0.8 

br 
-1.0 

-1.2 

-1.4 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of stresses from midpoint integration 
algorithm and from subincrementation algorithm for a 

hardening material. material. 
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[St, Zg + At”]. The active stress tensor at the moment 
t = t, is equal to 

(36) 

The nonlinear consistency equation for the par- 
ameter I, has the following form 

APPENDIX A. PSEUDOCODE 

f(L) = $ IIt; 11 - Y(z{ + A?‘) = 0. (37) 

This equation can be solved using iterative procedure 

(27). 

For convenience we will use artificial vectors instead of 
tensors. For instance, the stress tensor has the following 
representation in two-dimensional (plane strain) and three- 
dimensional cases 

3~ {cl = ~JII 022 031 012 ~21 0311. 

7. CONCLUSlON Let us introduce an operation for computing the norm 

A detailed description of the computer implemen- 
tation of a generalized midpoint algorithm for the 
integration of constitutive relations for von Miser+’ 
hardening material is presented. It is shown that the 
plastic multiplier 1 can in general be determined from 
the solution of a nonlinear scalar equation. The finite 
element results and theoretical and converged 
subincrementation solutions for the hollow sphere 
under internal pressure are in very close agreement. 

(Is II = [sf, + s: + 43 + 2(4 + 43 + s:, )I”2 

and an operation of the dyadic product 

{aI: IsI = altsll + a22su + a33s3, 

+ 2(a,2s12 + a23szl + a3, s3, ). 

A pseudocode of generalized midpoint algorithm is as 
fo11ows. 

START: {uo}, lg and {AC} are known 
{Ae} = {AC} - {AC,,,} 
is} = I%) - (‘4 
{if = {so} + 2G{Ae} 
{%I = 3@&(26,) 
A’O) = ,/?@llAe 11 
DO 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

I. 
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{s”} = {J} - 2G1”-I)(1 - a){%} 
Is=) = ImIsmII 
{b} = (1 -a){%} + a,/@(F) 
AP = A”- ‘)flllb I( 
/(A”- I)) = s’ 3/2llb (( 
f(,I’i- I)) = ,/@lls”ll - 3Gal”- I) - Y(Fg + A@‘) 
f(n”-‘I) = -2J3/2G(l - a){a,,}: {Sa} 

-3Ga -J2/3dY/dEPllbII 
A, = A”- I) _f(A’i- l’)/F(l’- I)) 
IF I, > 0 THEN 1’” = 1, ELSE A”’ = ,I”- ‘l/2 

WHILE If@‘“)1 > cur 
q = E{ + A.? 
6, = Y(q) 
{s,} = {s”}/(l + 3Gar1/6,) 
Au,,, = E/( 1 - 2v)Ac, 
{c,I=Is,I+{c8+{Ac~I 

END: {u, } and q are known. 

APPENDIX B. C MODULE 

#include <math.h> 

#define REAL double 
#define SQ(x) (x)*(x) 
#define ERROR_TOLER l.e-5 
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void Midpoint(REAL *sig,REAL *epspeq,REAL l deps,REAL alpha, 
REAL E,RFAL nu,REAL sigY, REAL hardk,REAL hardp, 
int ndim); 

REAL Deviator(REAL *s,REAL *d,int Iv); 
void Stress_from_deviator(REAL *s,REAL *d,REAL sm,int Iv); 
REAL Norm(REAL *s,int Iv); 

REAL Dyadic_product(REAL *a,REAL *b,int Iv); 
REAL Yield_radius(REAL ep,REAL sY,REAL k,REAL m); 
REAL Yield_derivative(REAL ep,REAL k,REAL m); 

void Midpoint(REAL *sig,REAL *epspeq,REAL *deps,REAL alpha, 

REAL E,REAL nu,REAL sigY, REAL hardk,REAL hardp, 
int ndim) 

,*===,=____ ----=13E=======P====O======l=====lfZ=============~===_______ ---0---* 

/* Stress increment by generalized midpoint rule *: 
/* (Isotropic hardening, Mises yield surface) */ 
/* sig stress tensor (in/out) */ 

/* epspeq accumulated plastic strain (in/out) */ 
/* deps increment of strain tensor (in) */ 
/* alpha integration parameter [O...l] *I 
/* E, nu Young's modulus and Poisson,s ratio 

/* sigY yield stress :; 

/* hardk, hardp hardening coefficient and power 

/* ndim =2 for 2D problem (plane starin) 1; 

=3 for 3D problem 
~:~~~~~~_______~~______~___~~~~___.~~~~___~~~~~ 

l / 
-._rrz=======_===* I 

{ 
REAL sq32,sq23,depsm,sigm,dsigm,sigeq,f,fprime, 

de[6],s[6],str[6],aO[6],sal[6],salbar[6],b[6], 
sigeq0,epspeql,G,salmod,bmod,1ambda,1ambdal; 

int i,lv; 

/* ___________-______-______--___--______--_____________-____~, 

Iv = 2*ndim; 
sq32 = sqrt(l.5); sq23 = sqrt(2.13.); 
G = 0.5*E/(l+nu); 

depsm = Deviator(deps,de,lv); 

sigm = Deviator(sig,s,lv); 
sigeq0 = sq32*Norm(s,lv); 
for(i=O; i<lv; i++) { 

str[i] = s[i] + 2*G*de[i]; 

aO[i] = 1.5*s[i]/sigeqO; 

1 
lambda = sq23*Norm(de,lv); 

for( ;;) { /* Newton-Raphson iterations -> lambda */ 
for(i=O; i<lv; i++) 

sal[i] = str[i] - 2*G*lambda*(l-alpha)*aO[i]; 

salmod = Norm(sal,lv); 
for(i=O; i<lv; i++) { 

salbar[i] = sal[i]/salmod; 

b[i] = (1-alpha)*aO[i] + alpha*sq32*salbar[i 1 
) 

i 

bmod = Norm(b,lv); 

epspeql = *epspeq + lambda*sq23*bmod; 
sigeq = Yield_radius(epspeql,sigY,hardk,hardp) i 
f = sq32*salmod - 3*G*alpha*lambda - sigeq; 
if(fabs(f) c ERROR_TOLER*sigY) goto End-Newton; 
fprime = -2.*sq32*G*(l-alpha)*Dyadic_product(aO,salbar,lv) 

- 3.*G*alpha 
- Yield_derivative(epspeql,hardk,hardp)*sq23*bmod; 

lambda1 = lambda - f/fprime; 
lambda = (lambdal>O.) ? lambda1 : 0.5*lambda; 

) 
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End-Newton: 

*em=2 = epspeql; 
for(i=O; i<lv; i++) s[i] = sal[i]/(1+3*G*alpha*lambda/sigeq); 
dsigm = depsm*E/(l.-2.*nu); 
Stress_from_deviator(sig,s,sigm+dsigm,lv); 

REAL Deviator(REAL *s,WAL *d,int Iv) 
/*=r===mt==rt=~===E=*I 

I* s --> deviator d */ 
I*I==1151flD==EI==tr*I 

{ 
REAL sm; 
if(lv==l) { 
sm = (s[O]+s[l]+s[3))/3; 
d[O] = s[O] - sm; d[ll = s[l] - sm; d[3] = ~(31 - am; 
d[Z] = sj2f; 

1 
else { 

sm = (s[O]+s[l]+a[2])/3; 
d[O] = s[O] - sm; d[l] = s[l] - sm; d[21 = s[2] - sm; 
d(3] = ~(31; d[4] = s[4]; d[S] = s[5]; 

1 
return( 

void Stress_from_deviator(REAL *s,REAL *d,R!JAL sm,int Iv) 
j *=====I=p========p===p*l 

I* s = deviator d + sm */ 
/*==n====trr======r===E* I 
c 
if(lv==4) { 
s[O] = d[O] + am; s[l] = d[l] + sm; 

8121 = d[2]; 
1 
else { 

s(O] = d[O] + sm; s/l] = d[l] + sm; 
s[31 = d[3]; 5[4) = d[4]; 

) 

REAL Norm(RE%L *s,int Iv) 

/* tXP==I==tsr==FI===n=mP*l 

/* Norm = sqrt(Sij*Sij) */ 
/*nrr==mi=nrr===e=====~=*/ 

{ 

sI31 = d[3] + sm; 

sr21 = d[2] + sm; 

S[51 = d[5]; 

if(lv==4) return(sqrt(SQ(s[O])+SQ(s[l])+SQ(s[3])+2*SQ(s[2]~)); 
else return(sqrt(SQ(s[O])+SQ(s[l])+SQ(6[2])+ 

~*(~Q(~13ll+SQ(~141~+SQ~~~~l))))~ 

REAL Dyadic_product(REAL *a,REAL *b,int Iv) 
I=IIP15Ell=31r==I=========*/ 

i: Dyadic product = aij*bij */ 
/*P=IIP=~IIPtlll=PIE=f==-II=*l 

{ 
if(lv==l) return(a[O]*b[O]+a[l]*b 
else return(a[O]*b[O]+a[l]*b 

+2*(a[3]*b[3]+a[4 

rll+a 
‘[ l]+a 

l*bM 

l*b[21); [3]*b[3]+2*a[2 
[2l*b[21 
l*a[5l*br51)); 
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REAL Yield_radius(RRAL ep,REAL sY,REAL k,REAL m) 

/* r=r==rrs==r====n===roIls=* I 
/* Radius of yield surface */ 

/* Y = SY + k*ep*m *I 
/*___-_____-________-______ 1 --~----------~--~~~~----~* 

( 
if(ep<=O.O) return (eY); 
else return (sY + k*pow(ep,m)); 

) 

REAL Yield_derivative(REAL ep,REAL k,REAL m) 
/*___--____--___--____-_____-____ ___--___---___--____--____-____~~~~~*, 

/* Derivative of yield surface radius */ 

/* D(Y)/R(eP) = k*m*ep^(m-1) 
,*=================.==================:: 

{ 
REAL hl,Large=le5; 
if (k == 0.0) hl = 0.0; 
else 

if (m == 
else hl 

return(h1) 

1.0) hl = k; 
= (epc=O.O) ? Large : k*m*pow 
i 

,(ep,m-1.0); 


